ASSESSMENT
This assessment tool is designed to help you
evaluate your leadership skills against specific
characteristic traits. The completed assessment
will assist in identifying areas to help elevate your
leadership skills and overall commitment level.
These characteristics have been divided into six
areas: Communicator, Credible, Competent, Counselor,
Creative and Courageous.
Under each of these areas are specific descriptions
to help you understand the skills and behaviors
you are expected to demonstrate as a leader. To
get the most value from this tool, you will need to
be honest with your responses. Don’t over-analyze
the question. Your first thought is usually the most
accurate. Are you ready to reveal the character of
a leader?

Communicator
1. I allow people to finish a thought before I speak.

YES

NO

2. I give others my full attention when they are speaking, i.e., I don’t check email
or text messages during meetings.

YES

NO

3. I often ask others if they have understood my message.

YES

NO

4. People would describe me as kind and approachable.

YES

NO

5. I spend time with my employees to better understand their challenges.

YES

NO

6. I communicate regularly with my employees, even during difficult or hectic times.

YES

NO

7. I organize my thoughts before sending emails or delivering feedback.

YES

NO

8. I ask questions when people have a different view, so that I can better understand
their perspective.

YES

NO

9. People would say that I give positive feedback to everyone.

YES

NO

10. I communicate improvement opportunities within 24 hours of discovering them.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Communicator
The word “communication” is derived from the Latin word ‘communicare’ (verb), which means the common
sharing of something respectfully.
Good communicators are consistent, clear and courteous in order to connect, convey and convince.
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The learning communication cycle includes respectfully:
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All conversations have three presentation messages:
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However, the power of communication is the message that the listener receives. Therefore, communicators
must learn to change the way they communicate with different people. In the book Inspiring Leadership – Unleashing Motivation in the Workplace, Brian Townley gives some additional thoughts on how a leader can make
a conversation more powerful:
“A mutual understanding about the problem must be achieved before a solution can be attained. I’m a big believer
in face-to-face conversations between supervisors and employees. Emails can easily be misinterpreted, and even
phone conversations can be restrictive. Communication experts say that the words we use account for only seven
percent of the meaning of our message. Our body language and tone of voice play a vital role in conveying the
meaning of our message.”
In most cases, communication issues arise from taking offense from the delivery. It’s important to remember
that the choice to be offended is our own.

Credible
1. I am secure in asking others for their opinions about areas or people that
I am directly responsible for.

YES

NO

2. People view me as someone who seeks to know and understand them.

YES

NO

3. I deliver difficult news with honesty, directness, care and concern.

YES

NO

4. I do not blame or criticize anyone in the presence of others.

YES

NO

5. I view mistakes as opportunities to demonstrate a commitment to honesty and learning.

YES

NO

6. I do what I say I am going to do.

YES

NO

7. I return emails or phone calls within 24 hours.

YES

NO

8. I always lead by example and follow the same policies/procedures of the company
that employees are asked to do.

YES

NO

9. I do not micromanage employees, and trust them to make their own choices/decisions.

YES

NO

10. I think before I speak and open my mind before I open my mouth.

YES

NO

11. I participate in employee activities and attend employee/company events.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Credible
The “cred” in credibility comes from the Latin word ‘credo’, which means “I believe.” So, if you are credible,
you can be trusted.
t *GXFEPOUCFMJFWFUIFNFTTFOHFS UIFODIBODFTBSFXFBSFOPUHPJOHUPCFMJFWFUIFNFTTBHF
t :PVSWBMVFTNVTUCFDPNFWJSUVFT
t $SFEJCJMJUZJTUIFSFTVMUPGBMFBEFSXIPIBTDSFBUFEBDVMUVSFUIBUSFĘFDUTUIFJSUSVFWBMVFTXJUIXIJDIPUI
ers can identify.
"OiJODSFEJCMFwMFBEFSTUBSUTXJUICFJOHBiDSFEJCMFwMFBEFS$SFEJCMFMFBEFSTBSFCFMJFWBCMF EFQFOEBCMFBOE
worthy of people’s trust and confidence.
In most cases, people just won’t open up to those they don’t trust. While you can attempt to demand trust,
it rarely works. Trust is best created by earning it. Keep in mind that people will forgive many things where
trust exists, but will rarely forgive anything where trust is absent.
The formula for “credibility” is when “integrity” and “competence” are combined with “conduct.”
Integrity is a concept of consistency of actions, values, measures, principles, expectations, and outcomes.
$PNQFUFODFJTBTUBOEBSEJ[FESFRVJSFNFOUGPSBOJOEJWJEVBMUPQSPQFSMZQFSGPSNBTQFDJĕDKPC
t $SFEJCJMJUZJTFBSOFEBOEJTOPUFBTJMZIBOEFEPVUMJLFBUJUMFJT
t 0ODFDSFEJCJMJUZJTMPTU JUTWFSZIBSEUPHFUCBDL
t $SFEJCJMJUZJTFBSOFEPWFSUJNF NJOVUFCZNJOVUFBOEIPVSCZIPVS
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.” —Aristotle
Experts say it takes 21 days to form a habit.

Competent
1. I make good use of my time by organizing, prioritizing and scheduling my tasks.

YES

NO

2. I exert whatever effort is needed to complete tasks successfully and achieve goals.

YES

NO

3. I work diligently to ensure the successful completion of all tasks I undertake.

YES

NO

4. I assess problematic situations and take appropriate actions for resolution.

YES

NO

5. I organize and perform my responsibilities efficiently.

YES

NO

6. I usually adapt to changing or dynamic situations with ease.

YES

NO

7. I have a thorough understanding of my strengths and weaknesses, and whether
I am performing well without others having to tell me.

YES

NO

8. I cultivate networks with people across a variety of functions and locations.

YES

NO

9. I demonstrate a willingness to try new things.

YES

NO

10. I seek out situations that allow me to increase my knowledge.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Competent
A competent leader is one who has suitable or sufficient skill, knowledge, experience, etc., for some purpose;
properly qualified.
A competent leader is one who necessarily does not know everything, but who knows how to get the job done.
A competent leader is characterized by both knowledge and skills.
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t $PNQFUFOUMFBEFSTBSFSFMJBCMF1FPQMFLOPXUIFZDBODPVOUPOUIFNUPHFUUIFKPCEPOF
t $PNQFUFOUMFBEFSTTUBZPOUBTLBOEBSFSPMFNPEFMTGPSPUIFSTćFZBSFOPUEJTUSBDUFEBOEIBQIB[BSE
They are determined and follow through.
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well, measured against a standard.
$PNQFUFODFJTIBWJOHUIFDPOĕEFODFUPBENJUNJTUBLFTBOEHSPXGSPNUIPTFFSSPST QVCMJDMZBOEPQFOMZ
We all admire people who demonstrate high levels of competence.
ćFQFPQMFXIPNZPVJOĘVFODFPSMFBEFYQFDUZPVUPCFBDPNQFUFOUMFBEFS
They have the ability to keep a group of people on the right track and focused in the right direction.
“Highly competent people always go the extra mile. For them, good enough is never enough. Highly competent people can’t settle for mediocrity or just getting by; they focus on excellence. They are not content with doing something
halfway. They measure themselves against their potential and stretch to reach higher and further. In the process,
they motivate others to do the same.” —John Maxwell
A competent leader can handle the complexity of their job. They understand that it’s not the weight of the
burden, but how long you hold on to it that can cause it to overpower you.

Counselor (CCMC)
1. I can separate my personal feelings from my work life.

YES

NO

2. I am committed to developing the strengths of my employees.

YES

NO
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4. I help my team solve and prevent issues from turning into problems.

YES

NO

5. I set goals with my employees accountable and hold them accountable.

YES

NO
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7. I observe my employees’ behavior, and listen for signals on when they may need my help.

YES

NO

8. I am as comfortable giving negative feedback as giving positive feedback.

YES

NO

9. I prepare employees for coaching sessions in advance.

YES

NO

10. I give situation ownership to the employee.

YES

NO

11. I regularly encourage the development and success of my team.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Counselor (CCMC)
Leaders should be able to lead themselves before they can lead someone else.
Research tells us that there are—on average—15 people who look to you as an inspiration and role model.
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It is important to know when to use the proper one.
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Mentoring comes from experience. It’s about offering advice based on having walked a similar path.



$PBDIJOHJTUIFBSUPGTUFFSJOHQFPQMFUPXBSEĕOEJOHUIFJSPXOTPMVUJPOUPIFMQBDDPNQMJTIHPBMT
in the future.
Counseling: Problem from the past
Consulting: Specialized knowledge
Mentoring: Previous experience
Coaching: Future accomplishments
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“People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care.” – John Maxwell
t -FBEFSTDPBDIXJUIPVUCFJOHQSFBDIZ
t -FBEFSTBSFXJTFCVUOPUBSSPHBOU
t -FBEFSTLOPXXIFOUPTIBSFBOEXIFOUPMJTUFO
t -FBEFSTBSFBDDFTTJCMF
A Leader understands that two of the greatest qualities in life are patience and wisdom.

Creative
1. I am effective at getting everyone in the group involved in discussion.

YES

NO

2. Others describe me as a creative thinker.

YES

NO

3. I welcome and encourage change.

YES

NO

4. I encourage dreaming and thinking the unthinkable.

YES

NO

5. I find myself using phrases like “We can” vs. “We can’t” when coming up with ideas.

YES

NO

6. I rethink my current understanding of an issue when solving a problem to develop
a deeper insight into it.

YES

NO

7. I am confident that I can develop creative solutions to solve problems.

YES

NO

8. I consider how changes can benefit the company as a whole versus only my department
when making recommendations.

YES

NO

9. I am open to solutions based on past experience when gathering information
regarding any situations.

YES

NO

10. I take the initiative to investigate how well things work, even when there are no
current problems.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Creative
$SFBUJWFMFBEFSTQSPWJEFBOVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGBDPNQBOZTWJTJPOUIFZDBOFČFDUJWFMZDPNNVOJDBUFJU 
then inspire and motivate people to achieve it.
$SFBUJWJUZJTUIFCSJEHFCFUXFFOBHPBMBOEBOBDUJPO
t $SFBUJWJUZJTDSFBUJOHTPNFUIJOHiOFXBOEVTFGVMw
t -FBEFSTIJQBOEDIBOHFBSFIFMEUPHFUIFSCZDSFBUJWJUZ
t $SFBUJWFMFBEFSTUIJOLPVUTJEFUIFCPYUPJOTQJSFPUIFST TPMWFQSPCMFNTBOENBLFXPSLGVO
t $SFBUJWFMFBEFSTBSFXJMMJOHUPUBLFSJTLTJGUIBUXJMMJOTQJSFPUIFSTUPSFBDIUIFJSGVMMQPUFOUJBM
t $SFBUJWFMFBEFSTBSFWJTJPOBSZBOEMPPLCFZPOEXIBUTBQQBSFOU
t $SFBUJWFMFBEFSTJOTQJSFDSFBUJWJUZJOPUIFSTCZOVSUVSJOHJOUFMMJHFOUNJOET
t $SFBUJWFMFBEFSTVTFUIFJSJNBHJOBUJPOUPHFOFSBUFPSJHJOBMJEFBT
t $SFBUJWFUIJOLJOHJOTQJSFTOFXJEFBTBOEDBOTFFPQQPSUVOJUZFWFSZXIFSF

Courageous
1. I am comfortable with speaking to an audience.

YES

NO

2. I am passionate about my current job.

YES

NO

3. I speak up for what I feel is fair and appropriate.

YES

NO

4. I encourage others to make the right choices.

YES

NO

5. I am living up to my full potential in the workplace.

YES

NO

6. I am comfortable making tough decisions, regardless of others’ approval or rejection.

YES

NO

7. I actively encourage others to embrace company guidelines, even if I don’t fully and
personally agree.

YES

NO

8. I solicit and value input from my peers and coworkers.

YES

NO

9. I look at failure as an opportunity to improve.

YES

NO

10. If a mistake is made, I am more likely to apologize than to make an excuse.

YES

NO

11. I am aware of my behavior fears and am committed to adopting solutions for them.

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL:

Notes

Courageous
There are different levels of courage. The word “courage” comes from the French word ‘for heart.’
Much like a heart muscle, you must nurture it for it to strengthen.
t $PVSBHFPVTMFBEFSTXJMMTUBOEVQGPSXIBUTSJHIU
t $PVSBHFPVTMFBEFSTBSFDPOĕEFOUCVUOPUBSSPHBOU
t $PVSBHFPVTMFBEFSTIBWFUIFDPVSBHFUPTIBSFUIFJSLOPXMFEHFXJUIPVUJOTFDVSJUZ
t $PVSBHFPVTMFBEFSTPXOUIFJSNFTTBHFCZVTJOHi*w
Rather than saying, “You need to improve,” focus on saying, “I want you to improve on....”
t $PVSBHFPVTMFBEFSTGBDFUIFJSGFBSTBOENPWFCFZPOEUIFNUPMFBSOBOEHSPX*EFOUJGZXIBUTIPMEJOH
you back. Take action and just do it. Practice again and again.
No one ever mastered something by just trying once and stopping.
“Courage is not the absence of fear; it is the triumph over it.” —Nelson Mandela
“The difference in a stumbling block and a stepping stone is the character of the individual walking the path.”
– Travis Alexander
Face your fears and ask yourself, ‘What’s the worst that can happen?’ Danger is real. Fear is a choice.

The Passionate Leader
“One person with passion is better than forty people merely interested.”
—E.M Forster
Do what you LOVE and LOVE what you do because a big heart wins over talent any day. Having courage is
BCPVUUBLJOHSJTLTBOEVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIBUJUTPLBZUPCSFBLUIFNPME BOECFJOHCPPLTNBSUEPFTOPUBMXBZT
NBLFZPVTUSFFUTNBSU
Happiness is not in the mere possession of money; it lies in the joy of achievement, in the thrill of creative effort.”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt
Take advantage of every opportunity. Sometimes that might require you to fake it because Google is your best
GSJFOEBOECFTULFQUTFDSFU
)PXMPOHEPFTJUUBLFUPNBLFBĕSTUJNQSFTTJPO 
Don’t fear failure, because you can’t please everybody. Don’t make decisions based on the fear of failure. Rather
than saying, “I have failed at something,” I prefer to say, “I have discovered a new way to be better.’”
:PVNVTUNBLFUIF$IPJDF UPUBLFUIF$IBODF JGZPVXBOUBOZUIJOHJOMJGF
8PVMEZPVCFXJMMJOHUPEPZPVSKPCGPSGSFFJGNPOFZXBTOUQBSUPGUIFFRVBUJPO 
It’s better to be right than to be first.
Just because someone says it doesn’t make it true. Trust your gut and always do your homework. Don’t fear the
outcome, because success will come in due time.
Sometimes, you need to step outside, get some air and remind yourself of who you are and who you want to be.
Dusting off the residue: You get to create the character you want. Success is about growing yourself and grow
ing others; however, there is a fine line that the passionate leader lives within. Within that line are courage,
humility, vulnerability, compassion, vision, passion and choice.

ASSESSMENT SCORING

A leader is someone who has chiseled away the pretenses to reveal those inner traits that are
worthy of respect and admiration. It’s also someone that recognizes that leadership commitment
is demonstrated by the willingness to improve and to learn.
This tool has been designed to evaluate your leadership skills and assist in identifying specific traits
needed to develop as an exceptional leader. Enhancing one’s leadership skills begins with assessing
your commitment level.
To calculate your current commitment level, transfer the total number of YES and NO responses
from each section to the appropriate areas below. Add your YES column and multiply by 1.6. This
will calculate your current commitment level, while also illustrating your strengths and opportunities
for improvement in each area.
Strengths

Opportunities for
Improvement

Communicator

YES: ______

NO: ______

Credible

YES: ______

NO: ______

Competent

YES: ______

NO: ______

Counselor (CCMC) YES: ______

NO: ______

Creative

YES: ______

NO: ______

Courageous

YES: ______

NO: ______

SCORE

____________ X 1.6 = _________% committed to being an exceptional leader.

